
I CAN HAZ PAWZZL?: Solution 
 

That sneaky Agent Snuggle has altered what was supposed to be a normal set of cryptic clues 
and made them into a kitty, or “kitteh,” conundrum! Each clue originally featured an animal’s 
name, but all of those names have been replaced with kitteh; Snuggle also translated the clues 
into LOLcat Speak to make the puzzle extra-tricky (or, to him, much simpler). Solvers are thus 
tasked with deducing the answer to each cryptic clue, and then using that answer to determine 
what animal was originally referenced in it. The clues, and their answers, are as follows: 
 
 

-Aural wurd preseeding kitteh oar rush? (4): GOLD (“Au”-ral); original animal is FISH (or 
FINCH) 

-Kitteh-heded gawd capshures warm nsyde thoreeum (5): THOTH (TH +HOT inside); original 
animal is IBIS 

-Sworn memburr ov Round Taybull sounds lyke a smol one’s full ov kittehs (6): CIRCUS 
(soundalike of “SIR CUSS”); original animal is FLEAS 

-Kitteh blak-on-oarange patturn: holee man ov fud rediness (6): STRIPE (St. + Ripe); 
original animal is TIGER 

-Evry smooch starts dis weigh: kitteh going bakwords (3): KAY (“Yak” reversed); original animal 
is YAK 

-Type of kitteh synging note in2 ampleffire (5): MIMIC (Note “MI” in MIC); original animal 
is OCTOPUS 

-Test da weight ov (aftur tayking lttle off top) babee kitteh (3): EFT (HEFT-H); original 
animal is NEWT 

-A kitteh’s feechur sets off terriblee rood, ughlee, nastee kidz (5): TRUNK (first letters of 
terrible, rude, ugly, nasty kids); original animal is ELEPHANT 

-Asidic partnur b4 a gr8 time--it rekwires a kitteh (8): BASEBALL (base + ball); original 
animal is BAT 

-Chaynge, alter when u may c a kitteh? (5): LATER (anagram of ALTER); original animal is 
ALLIGATOR  



-1 up da sleeve (it hurtz ensyde) means kitteh (6): COWARD (CARD+OW inside); original 
animal is CHICKEN 

-Babee kitteh haz kawfee b4 gym (4): JOEY (JOE+Y); original animal is KANGAROO 
-Faymous kitteh voyces hesitayshun dooring set (6): KERMIT (ERM inside KIT); original 

animal is FROG 
-Kitteth’s unchaynging feechur--pull dem owt backwardz! (5): SPOTS (“STOPS” reversed); 

original animal is LEOPARD (or LADYBUG) 
-Kitteh’s trayt confusays dim sow (6): WISDOM (anagram of DIM SOW); original animal is 

OWL 
-Adjektive 4 kitteh: reesounding fly brudder? (5): RIGHT (soundalike of WRIGHT, as in 

“Wright Brothers”); original animal is WHALE. 
 

Taking the first letter of each animal spells one final cryptic clue: FIFTY ONE BACKFLOW. 
Solving this yields L + ONE + WOLF (FLOW reversed), revealing the answer as LONE WOLF!  
 


